Corporate Restructuring

guidance
Navigate restructuring challenges and
risk with experience that runs deep

People. Partnership. Performance.

How we deliver

faster
turnarounds
Epiq is the industry leader in helping solve restructuring challenges—no
matter how complex—with clarity, confidence and speed. Our hallmark
is innovative technology with superior consulting and administrative
support, customized to your needs.

1,000+
restructuring
matters handled
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25+

years serving
the restructuring
industry

Vast professional expertise
Our smart teams comprise industry experts—financial advisors, attorneys, and claims agent
professionals who have worked at Big Four accounting firms, the largest international law
firms and in government agencies. We are personally accountable for exceptional results.

200+
years of combined
experience

Substantive, relevant, technological superiority
Epiq’s powerful and intuitive technology tools reduce the burdens of the restructuring
process. Our highly secure, geographically dispersed data centers exceed industry
standards. Expect intuitive, dependable, relevant and secure technology at your disposal
at all stages of your case

11

largest chapter

in history

Platinum standard in solicitation and balloting
Epiq has built the industry’s most experienced, sought-after balloting team, especially when
public securities are involved. We’ve outperformed in hundreds of matters and we continue to
develop customized, cutting-edge procedures to reduce case time and execution cost.

Strategic communications
Our strategic communications team is expert in creating plans critical to managing
employee, customer, and investor perceptions during uncertain times. Epiq’s team can
provide impactful, scalable, and cost-effective communication to instill confidence and
promote stability.

State-of-the-art at the core
From two modern printing facilities with unlimited coverage and 24/7 call centers staffed by
highly-trained multilingual operators, and flexible reliable disbursement services, we never
have to outsource; we completely control the process, so you avoid risk. Epiq is state-of-the-art
in corporate restructuring support.

leading the field

results
We’re best of breed in taking on large-scale, increasingly
complex tasks with greater efficiency, speed and confidence.
Call it competitive advantage gained.

1.6+ 2M+
million claims
processed
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daily print
capacity

SOC1, SOC2
& HIPAA
compliant

guided Energy
Future Holdings
through complex,
customized
Chapter 11 case
administration

helped CIT
Financial emerge
from bankruptcy
in 40 days,
involving 145,000
bondholder
participants

supported the
trustee in the
liquidation of MF
Global Inc., the
U.S. broker dealer
of MF Global

enabled General
Motors to
complete the
world’s largest
IPO

developed claim
filing and transfer
procedures that
assisted Iceland’s
three largest
banks after
historic collapse

led adminstration
of the $600B
Lehman Bros.
Chapter 11,
the largest
bankruptcy in
history

high-performance
resources
Services
Pre-filing consulting
We work as an extension of your team,
collecting all essential data prior to filing.

Post-filing consulting
We leverage all pre-filing information to
efficiently support your financial advisors.

Noticing
We deliver flawless, high-volume noticing
under the tightest deadlines, anywhere in
the world.

Balloting and solicitation
Our reliable, proven balloting and
solicitation solutions save you time
and money.

Contact center
Comprehensive phone and email support,
real-time monitoring and unmatched
flexibility.
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Technologies
Claims management
Our easy-to-use, secure claims portal
optimizes your time and delivers
efficiencies.

Disbursements
Our dedicated disbursement team
works with you to coordinate and
ensure accurate, timely disbursement
of proceeds to creditors.

Strategic communications
Delivering consistent, clear messaging
to protect and reinforce your brand and
human capital.

Customized case websites
Secure 24/7 access to your latest case
data and claims information through our
comprehensive, customizable web portal.

Online claim filing
Our proprietary, court-approved electronic
claims filing tool streamlines filing, cutting
processing costs and providing efficient,
cost-effective claims management.

Online claims reconciliation
Epiq’s innovative claims reconciliation
tool puts you in convenient control of the
entire reconciliation process.

Virtual data rooms
With the latest in customizable virtual
data room (VDR) solutions, you’ll have a
single, centralized document repository
securely accessible from any location.

agility
While investment in state-of the-art technologies and our
international footprint are core to delivering the efficiencies
clients need in their work, our poised, prepared, on-point
experts help clients outperform expectations.

24 7 365
hours

days
a week

days
a year

Business Process Solutions
Class Action & Mass Tort
Court Reporting
eDiscovery
Regulatory & Compliance
Restructuring & Bankruptcy

epiqglobal.com

People. Partnership. Performance.

